Recipe to Prevent
a Personal Disaster
by Lira Kay

Embrace Your
White Shadow
and Success it Wants Your to Have, Playbook for Smart Entrepreneurs

Introduction
“Everyone carries a shadow,
and the less it is embodied
in the individual’s conscious life,
the blacker and denser it is.
At all counts, it forms an unconscious snag,
thwarting our most well-meant intentions.”
Carl Jung

“Opposite of Darkness is not Light. Opposite of Darkness is
Reality.”
Lira Kay

Meet Your White Shadow

Exercise 1
Reality Check - Addictive Behaviors
Take account of addictive behaviors and
patterns that sabotage your success.
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Exercise 2 Fear and Purpose
It is Safe For You to Be Powerful!
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Admired Quality

Negative Equivalent Worst Case
Scenario

What happens to
people like that

Fears

Bene ts

Bene ts of that

Bene t of that

New Behavior

Exercise 3 ID Your A
Type Shadow Archetype
What drives your life?
• Artist, Feelings
• Architect, Ideas
• Alchemist, Energy

Who Are You, Art by Lira Kay, Video Still

• Altruist, Higher Purpose

Resources
How Shadow Work Can Liberate You From Buying into Bullshit
https://www.facebook.com/lira.kanaan/videos/10159074043104046/

Describe yourself with one of these
adjectives:

Unleash Your Potential and Play a Bigger Game. 16 A-Type
Shadow Archetypes by Lira Kay
https://www.facebook.com/lira.kanaan/videos/10158862917859046/

• Passionate 1

Trigger Appy Shadow Process App by Lira and Daniel Kanaan

• Inquisitive 2

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/trigger-appy/id1182067433

• Transformative 3

Stop Selling from Your Dark Lilith and Close Your 5- gure Sales
At Last

• Grounded 4
-

fi

https://www.facebook.com/lira.kanaan/videos/10159115945509046/

1 Alfa Type Passionate Artist 1
Air Feele
You live to create, enjoy beauty and feel the whole spectrum
of feelings. You don't hide away from trying new experiences
as soon as they would satisfy your insatiable taste for feeling
alive. You are a Passionate Artist.
…And you have a Shadow, your Alter Ego, hidden in your
subconscious mind. Your Shadow is awaken whenever you
are faced with dull realities of everyday life. Routines,
schedules, anything orderly and ordinary would bring your
Shadow to sabotage your best efforts to achieve success in
your work or relationships.

Let me introduce you to A Party Girl (Boy)
A Party Girl is an empath, a highly sensitive to other people’s pain.
Her main gain is to make other people feel good and happy. She
won’t stop until everybody’s feelings are catered for.
Her biggest fear is to end up alone. She craves relationships, and she
thinks relationships should be happy.
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She lives for fun. Fun for her means everybody is cheerful. She may
force this cheer on herself and everybody else by ordering too many

.
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Passionate Artist

shots at the bar. She’s often ending up cleaning after her poor friends
whom she talked into misuse of drugs or drinks of any kind.
Drama is what seems to always follow her footsteps. Or maybe, she
skillfully creates drama, as more than anything, she loves showing off
how great she is at helping people, making them feel good about
themselves
The biggest mistake she makes is to avoid sadness, anger or regret.
She thinks negative feelings would destroy her, as she experiences
feelings 10 times more intensely than any other individual. She
pleases everybody else because she thinks other people are like her,
will not survive strong emotions.
Time goes by fast for your Shadow, she is often overwhelmed
because she can’t say ‘no’. She tries to be everywhere at once.
Multitasking is her middle name, but let’s face it, none of the projects
she starts get to be completed, because she just can’t focus on one
thing at the time.

The downside of letting your Shadow run your life, is that you would
nd yourself exhausted, and even physically sick, as trying to have
fun with so many people all the time would eventually catch up.
Yes, she is very creative and passionate, but her quest for ‘making
everybody feel good’ can jeopardize everything important to you.
Your Shadow can help you to revive your passion for your work,
reignite your marriage. She is an excellent communicator and a
healer. Bring her in when a friend or relative needs cheering up. But
make sure she lets other people process their own emotions. It’s ok
for them to feel what they feel. And she doesn’t need to feel guilty for
letting them x their own problems.
Your healing mantra for your Shadow is: I will not abandon you. I
am here for you and I’m not going anywhere.

Passionate
Architect

More than anything your Shadow values the freedom of thought and
speech. She wants her ideas to be recognized and appreciated.
Your A-type Shadow Archetype is A Shark Tank Follower.
Your Shadow loves watching other people’s ideas being judged.
However, she doesn’t like putting herself on the spot. She protects
her intellectual con dence at all costs. She is triggered by criticism
and avoids being classi ed, compartmentalized or labeled. She
strives to be unique. She’d kill for the prize in originality.

2 Alfa Type Passionate Architect 1
Air Thinke
You have an endless supply of ideas, and you love
playing with concepts and turn them into projects just for
the sake of it. Brainstorming is your favorite thing to do.
You are irreplaceable when it comes to creating solutions
fast.

Your A-type Shadow Archetype is A Shark Tank
Follower
…And you have a Shadow, your Alter Ego, hidden in your
subconscious mind. Your Shadow is awaken whenever you are faced
with a creative block, caused by the emotional drama or a personal
crisis. Attending to feelings, your own, or of the people you care
about, seems like a daunting task for you. Your Alter Ego, your
special Shadow persuades you to wait and let situation dissolve by
itself. It secretly hopes that people in your life with their problems
would just disappear.
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Your Shadows biggest fear is to be locked in the dark cell, with no
access to books, internet, and never have a grown-up intelligent
conversation with another genius ever again.

That quest for intellectual recognition robs her of having good
relationships with her loved ones, because she doesn’t take time to
be present with people or with herself.
She is often caught up in the analysis of the situation or emotions and
misses the whole point of being with another human being.
Watch out when she shows up, frustrated, because her sense of
freedom had been compromised, and is trying to justify her absence
of feelings. She won’t understand why she doesn’t have many friends
or her romantic relationships suck. She’ll take you on the wild goosechase of overly complicated psychoanalysis, while a simple “sorry” or
“I love you too” would make things right.
What your Shadow is good at is playing with ideas. Whenever you
actually need a ton of ideas, like for presenting many different
solution options for your client, she is your girl. But once
brainstorming is over, take charge and pick the idea that is the most
promising and focus on making it a reality.
Your healing mantra for your shadow is: simplicity is beautiful.
You are a unique soul among other unique souls. I am here to
respect and value your independence.

Passionate
Alchemist

Your Shadow’s is a Gambler.
She moves fast through projects and people. She’s always on the go,
evesdropping, head-hunting, looking for a perfect opportunity. Her
attraction to eccentric characters and belief that she can turn anything
into gold, makes her a target to the many sometimes shady
individuals looking for a sugar daddy/mommy. She can be easily
manipulated into investing through in-your-face atter. She’s quick to
invest in projects that appeal to her multitalented personality. In fact
she puts her eggs in many baskets. Often she forgets where those
baskets are or why she did it in the rst place.

3 Alfa Type Passionate Alchemist 1
Air Doe
You biggest joy is to combine many different elements to
create something new. You are great at organizing people
and leading them to produce something original. You have
an eye for a talent and enough energy to re up the whole
world. You can play with apples and oranges and come up
with a new hybrid of a motorcycle and an umbrella.

Your Shadow’s is a Gambler.
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…and you have a Shadow. Your Alter Ego shows up when
you are starved for resources, when you are frustrated by all
different elements not to glue together. When your team is
playing up or the product your so passionately believed in
didn’t take off. Whenever the success of your project
requires you to be patient and plan ahead, she will sabotage
your effort by looking for shortcuts and working against
integrity. She will compromise the heart of your project and
step over many people to get her idea realized. Watch out
when she justi es illegal or dishonorable behavior to make
the means to an end. She is very persuasive con-artist
driven by the end results at whatever costs.

Her biggest fear is to be outwitted and used. She is devastated when
her intuitive hunches did’t deliver. She claims to ‘just know’ things
psychically. Not being able to trust herself would destroy her spirit
Beware of your Shadow when she had realized she had been used.
Her rage is unstoppable. She won’t stop until all of the parties had
been destroyed, even if it means the death of the project or putting
her life or her nances in danger. Also, lock her behind the iron bars
when a risky investment opportunity seem to land on your lap. Same
works for the relationships: whenever you feel tempted to start a
quick affair, think twice. Your shadow’s hidden agenda is for you to
loose your grounds, whether nancial or else. She won’t stop until
you are a complete bankrupt with a broken heart.
You can have your shadow by your side when you are in a process of
recruiting a team. She will read between the lines of the dry
businesslike resume and recognize the real value of a prospective
employee. She is also incredibly contagious and charismatic on
stage, let her speak the words of inspiration and encouragement and
make the wide audience into your raving fans
Your healing mantra for your shadow is: be present, enjoy every
moment, you are enough

4 Alfa Type Passionate Altruis
Air Give
You are a true light-worker striving to save the world. You
can be a great politician, or a philanthropist, inspiring
communities and collecting millions of dollars for a better
cause. You never give up without a good ght. You are on
the mission to make this world a better place.

Your Shadow mission is to sacri ce your life to
make it right
…and you have a Shadow. Your Alter Ego shows up when you are
determent to get more people and resources on your side. You will
notice her when you realize that you are plotting the world domination
and forgetting about the impact of your actions on real people,
especially your family or your own health. You want to leave a legacy,
build an empire, help many people at once, but She wants you to
burn out, feel the pain, and dye trying.
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She is driven by universal guilt. Fundamentally, her mission is to
sacri ce your life to make it right. She would easily give up on her
own close relationships to save the anonymous children on the other
side of the globe, as soon as they are many…hundreds, thousands or
millions of them.

 


 


Passionate Altruist

She thinks global, she puts everything on the line, her own personal
life on hold. She justi es dodgy dealings for a higher cause. She sees
herself as a cult leader. She ghts against authority just for the sake
of it.
Her biggest fear is conformation or submission. She hates being
dominated or controlled.
Her hidden agenda is to get you cruci ed. She wants you to be a
hero to the poor and deprived. She will dismiss people on the
grounds that they are not a minority of some kind and are not
suffering somehow.
If you let your Shadow run your life, you will nd your schedule
scattered between your day job, usually something anonymous and
mindless, and volunteering for dozens of non-pro ts, or living in a far
foreign land in the unhygienic environment dying from malaria or
some other exotic disease
Beware of her money mindset. She labels money ‘dirty’ and rich
people ‘corrupted’. Given a chance she will drive you to extreme
poverty and asceticism. By letting her lead you will destroy a very
good chance of you enriching the world through your compassion and
large scale altruistic thinking.
Bring her to help you to book a holiday or a trip abroad. She will
encourage adventure and help you manifest enlightening
synchronicities and opportunities to grow
Your healing mantra for Your Shadow is: it’s ok to be well, I am a
better giver when I am happy, secure and loved.

Inquisitive Artist
5 Inquisitive Artist 2
Water Feele
You nd beauty in million shades of gray. Your palette is an
endless combination of white and black. You express
yourself using power of words and drawings. Your love
challenge of expressing the whole world of feelings with an
ink pen or a keyboard. Where others see limitations, you see
an opportunity to be resourceful and creative. You strive to
be recognized award winning author or an artist touching
millions with your skill to translate life into beauty.

Your Shadow’s name is a Comic Artist
….and you have a Shadow. She pokes her head up when your words are
unheard, your talent goes unrecognized, and when you trip over the pile of
your unpublished novels or un-exhibited portfolios in search for your last
credit card to pay the pizza deliver boy, but nd that your ran out of credit.
Your Shadow’s name is a Comic Artist.
She is extremely proli c but never have con dence to show off her talent.
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Her biggest fear is criticism.
Because of that she keeps her best work to herself. Her writings is an art of
confession. Everything she creates is a monument, a memorial to her
sufferings, which she sees as inevitable part of life.
Drama is her second name. She strives on drama, she feeds on emotional
confusion and pain. She can spend hours in search for the right word to
describe this one hint of a feeling. She will get lost in the nuances of

meanings she would assign to the rare conversations with the real people
she managed to have
If left to her own devices she will keep you a prisoner to the past.
She calls herself vulnerable and sensitive. She uses many of the words
and symbols to only confess to this one thing: her inability to set
boundaries and stand her grounds. This is why she would sabotage your
every effort to meet new people, make friends or come out of the closet as
a writer or an artist.
Her shadow career is to be an editor or an art critic. Her darkest secret is
her desire to have her hand print on the Hollywood wall of fame. But
instead of letting you to pursue your wildest dream of fame and recognition
she will push you to bitterly gossip about the winning panel or write a
unreasonably critical review of a recent blockbuster.
She treasures safety.
Beware of her little voice warning you not to trust anybody with your new
idea. If you listen to her you will end up alone, unpublished and unheard of.
Which makes total sense, as she mistakes loneliness for a solitary pease.
However she can be your best ally when you need to spice up your copy,
or come up with the most vicious villain for your new comic strip. Give her
plenty of time, never push her with a deadline. And remember to guard
that publishers and editors list lined up to give you an honest feedback on
your big idea
Your healing mantra for your Shadow is: I will protect you, it is safe to
be visible, you are important. Editing makes better. Better published
than perfect.

Your Shadow thinks her purpose is to stay curious, keep the ame of
knowledge going. If she wins she’d make a library out of your whole
house and will spend decades studding and accumulating the
wisdom.

6 Inquisitive Architect 2
Water Thinke
You are the most valued and renown researcher on the
block. You see many steps ahead and are great at creating
strategies to go from a to b. Your ideas are perfected and
matured for many years before you present them. You can
make a valuable input by providing analysis of the situation,
revealing many of the important details and pre-seeing many
of the hidden hinders and designing the solutions to avoid or
x them.

The name of your Shadow is a Psychoanalyst.
She lives for connecting the dots. When others see randomness she
sees consequences of actions and thoughts. She believes in karma,
and stoically pays her debts to people and work, justifying unfairness
with the higher order of life.
She will drive you crazy with statistics and interpretations. She
doesn’t really want you to nd an answer.
Her biggest fear is death.
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She associates clarity with completion.
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Inquisitive
Architect

You can put her at ease by showing her that identifying the path is
only the beginning. World doesn’t end with you cracking the code.
Show her that if anything, behind the closed door is another closed
door and plenty of mysteries to solve

Beware of your desire to go back to school and get your fth degree,
your third masters and another Phd. The truth is, she won’t ever feel
ready for a task, because she thinks the task is to be smart. She
needs a reminder that her knowledge and perfected skills are here to
put to use and make a difference.
She needs to understand the value of joy and happiness. She needs
to wake up to her real purpose: loving people and believing they
stand a chance.
She’d be your bestie if you let her indulge with another book or take
another course. Just make sure, you understand, this is how she lls
up, and all of that learning has got very little to do with progressing
the project. If you want to succeed, you only use her keen eye for
perfection when it comes to the background check. And don’t forget
to give her a date by which her hefty le of evidence has to be
handed in. Declare that there will be no research after that.
Your healing mantra for her is: life is worth living, people can
change, and wisdom is kindness.

Inquisitive
Alchemist

Her name is a “Beautiful Mind”, an unfortunate prototype for a
schizophrenic genius
You will recognize your Shadow when you nd yourself in a dark
of ce in the middle of the night still working on the project everybody
gave up on.

7 Inquisitive Alchemist 2
Water Doe
You are about to win a Nobel Prize. You are a rare genius
and sometimes feel like a magni cent brain trapped in a
human body. You want to bring the most unlikely elements
together to create a device to progress the world. You deeply
care for the human kind and want to save the planet.

Your Shadow’s name is a “Beautiful Mind
…and you have a Shadow. She is often misunderstood and labeled ‘a
mad scientist’. She makes grandiose promises to foreign investors,
who are hoping to make a fortune on her inventions. She herself is
only interested in science for the sake of evolution. Sometimes she
gets paranoid about her inventions being misused, but then she gets
back to her lab and gets carried away with an experiment numbered
12765. She is persistent and strives on complexity.
Your Shadow’s biggest fear is to be faced with only one choice.
She feels trapped and incomplete until she can combine at least two
elements together. She complicates things and ignores simple
answers. She can send you on the wild goose chase for perfect
combination or formula. She is the worse when it comes to nding
simple solutions fast. She lives for a process.
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She can get lost in a search for the missing piece of the puzzle.

Your Shadow is obsessed with seeing results of its crafty work with
numbers or elements. She refuses to give up. She believes
everything is happening for a purpose. She hates word “regret”. She
believes in life lessons, and refuses to admit her mistakes or just ‘life
happening’. She is determent to make it all t together against all
odds and a common sense.
Your Shadow activates when the funds are running dry, beta tests
don’t add up, and you are about to make an executive decision to
move on to another project. She will ‘accidentally’ glue you to your
desk, loose the house keys and break up with your boyfriend, only to
say, “all you have and all you need is here in this of ce”. If you give in
to her, unfortunately, she will be absolutely right.
Your healing mantra for your Shadow is: take a deep breath and
let it go, less is more, I respect you.

8 Inquisitive Altruist 2
Water Give
You are a lawyer, news reporter, detective, a hands-on
investigator, super articulate and persuasive. You have a
special talent to expose injustice and bring in punishment to
the unfair parties. You won’t stop until the bad guys go down.
You are an advocate for good.

Your Shadow’s name is Critic, the Unwanted Give
…And you have a Shadow. The side of you that pops out when life
brings in imbalance of any kind. In your career it will show up when
you nd out that your spouse had been less that perfect. And She will
take over your relationships when on the work front things stopped
going smoothly, a big opportunity you slaved for was passed to
somebody else.

In whatever she does she strives to be the voice of the masses. She
doesn’t care about individual recognition. In fact, she’d rather be
anonymous, just a name on a petition. In this day and age you might
nd her using a nickname rhyming with Preacher, trolling some big
advertising campaigns, asking “What about us?” And did I mention,
she also is vegan and would give her life to save a blue whale, even if
by anonymous donation which would cost you a new pair of shoes
you absolutely need for that job interview next week.
Beware of her good intentions when she volunteers to be the
negotiator or a peacemaker between the ghting team members, all
for the sake of ‘working together’. She will start investigation and
won’t stop until the bad apple is exposed. Then she will insist on
having a public hearing. And when your boss will tactfully decline, she
will pursue to expose the faulty parties even if it will cost her time,
money and success of the entire project.
She carries the worries of the world on her shoulders and thinks, if
she doesn’t do it, the world will collapse. Bring her in when you are
about to answer that match dot com invitation. Let her look into the
eye, well, the picture of your prospective date and decide where you
draw your line. Even though you feel desperate to settle down now,
after chasing the Peace Corps for your entire youth, you still need to
maintain your standards. She will help you say no to that irty but too
good be true fellow on the site. She’ll run a background check, trace
his sm posts and prevent you from being ‘another one of those’ in his
newsfeed.

Her name is Critic, the Unwanted Giver
Her biggest fear is to let them get away with it. She really believes, if
it’s not her, then who? She proclaimed herself to be the sward to
separate the good from evil.
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She is ultra religious, and given an opportunity would force you to join
any of the fundamentalist’s organizations. May be you had already
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Inquisitive Altruist

been arrested for marching against monster corporations or froze
your but off in a tent by the Wall Street.

Your healing mantra for her is: time will show, forgiveness frees
your heart, live a little.

Transformative
Artist

She loves multitasking, but only so she can never nish a project.
She keeps busy only not to make a difference. She hustles, beating
around the wrong bush, only to prevent you from arriving to the
destination.

9 Transformative Artist 3
Fire Feele

She was told “you are way too much”. Being recognized for her hard
work meant to be excluded from the world of average and content.
And let’s face it, from not being friends with a majority of the world
population.

She proclaims it’s all about the journey.
But deep down she doesn’t want to change.

You are an actor who makes people laugh and cry with a
subtle movement of your left eyebrow, your talent and
desperation took your from rags to riches, you are that
surgeon giving a second chance to breathe to the ones in
the most hopeless state, you sweated and starved to put
yourself through Harvard, you never gave up. You are
resourceful beyond measure when it comes to seeing your
vision realized. You will ght for your chance to be
expressed. Your motto is, just give me something and will
make it come alive.

And you have a Shadow. She announces her coming when you have
opportunity too many and you will catch yourself thinking, I can do it
all.
Her name is an Overwhelmed Multitasker.
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Why is that? Because she swopped that common sense for the
slogan, ‘Just say YES!” Now she is exhausted. Actually her all
shadow purpose is to stay overworked, because her biggest fear is to
be realized. She has a classic case of living out the fear of success.

 


Bring her in when you need to express your passions and skills
without a permission. Soothe her with the evidence of compassion
and love all around her. After all she wins people just with her smile,
she just doesn’t allow herself to believe, they, the people, actually
really like her.
Healing mantra for your Shadow is: I will protect you, what if
your future is bright, people are kind, trust is good and change
will bring you light.

Overwhelmed Multitaske

 


But she craves to be accepted. Not loved, but at least not pushed
aside. So she will sabotage your every attempt to stand out. Beware
if she volunteers to do your marketing for you, or speak on stage
about your new book.

10 Transformative Architect 3
Fire Thinke

When the tough question is asked you see her raising her Einstein
like hairdo above the crowd saying YES, I can do it. She will give up
that cushy job in a wink of an eye for the new opportunity, even if she
doesn’t know what it is yet. She is badly triggered if some other crazy
dudette beats her to the quest.

You are a visionary, thinking way ahead of your time. If life’s
been good to you, you encountered the magni cent sponsor
to fund your ideas come true or inherited a bunch because of
your previous life’s generosity. But if you don’t have means
to see your ideas come alive, you are determined to produce
as many GREAT concepts as possible. You are the Inventor
whether they listen or not

And you have a Shadow. Her name is
Contender.
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If there is a contest, she’s on it, like a hock guarding her turn to
perform. She’s in it to win it. So don’t try to stand on her way! Well,
she would like that, of course. The problem is, if you let her, she will
blow all your savings on building the biggest tower in town, all in one
week, starting from scratch, with no team, in the middle of the
swamp, using only recyclable materials, like wine corks or toilet paper
rolls, only to show them all
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Transformative
Architect

She lives for recognition and awards. Her biggest fear is disapproval.
She’s the one spending most her time on FB scoring likes, counting
her views, raging when her competitor's tweet was more popular that
minute of the day. It won’t happen again.
Your shadow’s biggest dream is to give an Oscar speech, interview
on Oprah, and let her own mother say, ‘I was wrong about you”

She is a big spender, she has the biggest house, biggest car, most
amount of children and husbands, a jet and what’s not. It all might be
put on her 50 credit cards, but that’s ok, because she got another
round of applause today, she got her x.
She activates within a perfectly inspiring creative like you when you
work and work, create and create, but nothing happens, no publicity,
no Oscar, not even a nomination. She strikes hard, making you feel
like a looser, because your tower was 2 inches shorter or your bonus
wasn’t as big as your boss’s.That is if you ever had a boss…you
probably never did, for that exact reason.
Beware of her cursing everyone around you, blaming them for the
op of that big, enormous project. Don’t let her enter the contest
again if it costs you money and time with your loved ones.
If you don’t have the loved ones because of your shadow’s
commutative nature, make sure to sooth her with this healing
mantra: you are the best for me, I am loyal to you no matter
what, collaboration is the key to success.
Never ever let her stand between you and your partner, either in love
or in work. You will be better off working on that tower with a hundred
people team.

11 Transformative Alchemist 3
Fire Doe

She seems like a great leader to have, yet her dark side reaps the
consequences when it comes to letting her baby y free. That moment of
anticipation, that longing for more, wouldn’t let her stay still. Did I mention
that while the biggest party on the block is at its peak, and champaign is
over owing and reworks are ring full speed, she is nowhere to be seen?
Yes, your shadow is plotting the next move. Firing the old team, sorry,
freelancers, they were not invited to the party, by the way, only the useful
people allowed.
Like a Frankenstein she is creating a monster. She has to be stopped.
How? With love. A lot of tender love and sweetness

You are the power house, the most productive, proli c doer
in the world. Success is your middle name. You never stall,
your never wait, you work hard from start to nish, you
celebrate with the biggest launch party on the block. You are
the greatest achiever alive, the ultimate Go-and-Getter.

You see, what your shadow really craves is unconditional love. Respect is
optional, even though she says it’s important

And you have a shadow. Her name is
Micromanager.
She is onto everything, every step of the process, every little detail, every
task, every achievement. She wants to be irreplaceable. And she really is.
She lives for control. She only sets goals she can manage, she only hires
people she can re, and she only starts what she can nish. Sounds pretty
good, right? What’s the catch? Well, she can step over the people in the
blink of an eye. If they made a mistake, or didn’t deliver, she has no mercy.
Why would she, she asks herself. She believes in 100% in and anything
less than that wouldn’t do. The problem is, in her quest for control she
takes over the entire process, not leaving anybody a real chance to
participate and therefor to move project further and develop it into
something larger than life
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You see, for her, life is all she has, she is a proclaimed god, the center of
the universe, the creator of everything she lives. She doesn’t believe in fate
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Transformative
Alchemist

and she doesn’t allow some random people spoil her orderly step by step
plan. She strives to come to the nish line and she doesn’t want to leave
anything to chance. Team? What team? The most she can do is outsource
a little something to a freelancer and then blame the poor sod for
everything that went wrong. Actually when she is in charge not much does,
she makes sure to win the race and get the medal. In her award winning
speech she thanks herself for not giving up and everybody else for
believing in her

Her biggest fear is missing out. Missing out on her mom.
Her belief is, she has to earn love. Hard work is a consequence of that
belief. As you see, logically, she will stop pushing and thriving once she
nds her love. She will also prevent you from meeting the love of your life,
as a true romantic union and especially longterm relationship starts with
commitment and sharing of responsibilities. If anything, her relationships
uctuate from living under the wing of a big mother gure or adopting an
innocent kid to make it solely dependent on her good will. If the kid strikes
out of control she disinherits him as not delivering on the bet.
Don’t trust her with your relationships, obviously. Bring her in when you
need to come back to work after a prolonged exotic holiday. She will show
you how easy the focus and discipline really is. Take her to the gym with
you or let her run alongside with you while you are training for your half
marathon.
Your healing mantra for your Shadow is: I love you entirely and
unconditionally with all my heart, you are the only one in the word for
me, relax, enjoy and have fun.

Transformative
Altruist
12 Transformative Altruist 3
Fire Give
You are the Brave Heart, Nelson Mandela, Dalai Lama,
Mother Theresa in making. You are here to save the world,
you won’t stop until the last hungry child is fed and the last
lost soul is converted. You live in the trenches, you have
charisma and respect to inspire millions. You are the best
role model alive. You’ll x the un xable, start revolutions and
make this world a better place
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And you have a Shadow. She comes alive when you don’t get
deserved attention and appreciation from the masses. She will strive
to prove, she is here to stir changes. Competitive and erce she will
make it her mission to be recognized as the giver number one. She
will burn her possessions, starve herself, lay under the tanks to
protest. She will ght for a chance to be of use. She will marry a
wounded solder, take care of an addict, preach to the inmates, adopt
children, elephants and high roads. She sees the world as a messed
up battle eld and will sacri ce her life, health, relationships, all, for
being of use.

fi

Watch out for her luring you into a conversation with someone
unsuspecting. Under pretense of just being a friend, she will provoke
a situation or drive that poor sod into despair, only to show him, he
absolutely can not do without her. And if he refuses to accept her
offerings the rst time around, she will make sure he pays his price
for that. She has to give in order to survive
Her biggest fear is abandonment. She does not do well with being
alone. Solitude equals death for her giving heart. She feeds on other
people’s incapabilities, and is an enabler just for the sport of it. She is
in the search of pathology of any kind, and can diagnose it even if
there were non before she came along.
Keep her away from choosing a partner or a friend. She won’r let you
go for your share of normality or even greatness. Instead she will
attract the most wounded and hopeless in the crowd of wounded and
hopeless. She is on the mission to be slaughtered in the name of
good.
Don’t trust her intentions and absolutely never invite her to the
parties. She simply can not have fun. Fun doesn’t smell pain, and
pain is all she wants.

Your Shadow’s name is Marty

 


Your Shadow’s name is Martyr, and she is a help-addict, dependent
on other people’s misery to make her look and feel good.

So what is she good for? For writing mission statements, investment
proposals. She has a real talent to make her point. Let her express
that gift, and let that be the only gift you will take from her insatiably
generous heart.
A healing mantra for your Martyr shadow is: I am with you
always, in rich and in poor, death do us apart, I am loyal, I am
happy, I am complete, I am centered.

Grounded Artist
13 Grounded Artist 4
You are passionately plotting a giant impact. You are a
creator of the most futuristic, advanced, and ahead of time
systems and institutions. You think outside of the box, yet,
manage to present your ideas as tangible and doable. At
your best you are an innovative politician with potential to
change the whole world for better. Your ambitions reach
beyond this life time. The impact you set yourself to create is
for the generations to come.

And you have a shadow. Her name is
Conspirator.
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Your Saboteur Shadow Archetype is triggered when all the
legal ways to break the old and right-wing system collapse
and you are restlessly searching for an alternative. The
alternative is always there…it’s just that it's not exactly legal
anymore. When most would see a thick line between white
and black, she will see a thin one. And when there is a thin
line between the two, she’ll take it as a signal to strike. When
in danger of being exposed, your ambition driven saboteur
will hire a ‘professional’ to cover up the traces. The next step

would be to hire somebody to take care of the ‘professional’
after the cover up job is done. And so on and so on.
You will recognize that your Shadow had taken over when
you nd yourself overwhelmed with so many people around
you, connected through the project you are leading, yet, they
have never met each other, and often don’t know about each
other’s existence.
What is likely to happen, that you will have enough of the
conspiracy and will have a strong urge to abandon the whole
project as corrupt and evil.
It would be a shame, because you did start with good and
honorable intentions.
So watch out for your Shadow taking over.
Make this principle a rule: if you can not share your ideas
and means to make them a reality with more than two people
at the time, take a step back and nd another way. The legal
way. The simple way. The open and honest way.
Take care of your Shadow by allowing it to be vulnerable. By
teaching it how to deal with rejection and also show her the
evidence that this world have all the potential to be kind.
Understand that her biggest fear is to be laughed at, not to
be taken seriously. And protect her con dence by reassuring
her in solidity and groundless of her foundation. Point out to
her all of the awards and degrees you have collected over
the years.
Use this mantra to soothe your Shadow: you have value,
you are signi cant, you are respected.

Grounded
Architect

But if your shadow is awakened by rage, the rage triggered
by being dismissed by the big and powerful, and the decision
to play on the opposite side is just a way to get even, watch
out for the consequences.
There is a great possibility you are being used.

14 Grounded Architect 4
You work the system to make big things happen. You are the
hidden gem, the secret agent, the mentalist. You have
capability to take down the whole corporation and also keep
a corporation untouchable and unshakable for as long as
they have you on their side. And who wouldn’t? If anyone
dares to dismiss you, it would totally cost them. You are that
legendary lawyer with million dollar fees, whom you can’t
afford not to hire.

And you have a Shadow. Her name is Erin. Erin
Brockovich.
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Hey, you’ll say, what’s so bad about Erin?! Well, maybe
nothing at all. Depends on the world you live in. If you are
actually a single mother caring about environment and have
time and means to ght the big and powerful, good for you.
Really. The world needs you to be bold and courageous. We
all need you. Just, please, be careful, for your and your kids’
sake.

What to do if you had found yourself disheartened and totally
con icted, trying to see the sense in being on one side or
another? Well, the best way is the way out. Seriously, have a
rule of thumb: when in doubt, stop and step back.
Who’s side you are on will absolutely determine the
outcome. While your Shadow wants to show off her brilliant
behind the scenes job, you need to check in with your values
and act with integrity.
The worst outcome of you letting your shadow lead and
choose the sides for you, is a bitter discontent and guilt.
When for the most, guilt is just another feeling to bottle up,
for you it can become the life time quest for redemption.
You know, forgiveness is a process that have a logical end to
it: freedom.
Your Shadow can hold you hostage to guilt for decades.
Learn to move on.
Of course, She will protest. Your Shadow’s biggest fear is
feeling of detachment, not belonging, not having a tribe, a
community to serve.
Mantra for your shadow: mercy is for everyone, forgive,
live and let live. Freedom is ok.

Grounded
Alchemist

up, she won’t take it as a reasoning. Your Shadow is easily
manipulated into going full in.
So it is easy to recognize you are lead by your Shadow when
you notice you are out of credit big time. Down to your
character you will ght to invest again purely to prove the
point. BTW the point is that she can do it.

15 Grounded Alchemist 4
You are a multitalented multitasking multimillionaire. Yes, you
are a founder, and a partner, and an investor, and a
shareholder… And you have your hands on many, many
companies. You are an expert in all. You nd it easy to
manage a factory and a ballet tour within the same hour or a
call. You are an agent on demand, plotting, producing, PRing, and celebrating with each of your protégées. You are a
Shark Tank Investor, and your wouldn’t change it for the
world

And you have a Shadow: a Stubborn Sponsor
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who doesn’t know when to quit. You capacity to get out of the
bad deal is switched off when you are triggered by
competition. If you received a ‘hint’ that you competitor is
ready to invest today, you won’t stop until you outbid him the
moment the ‘hint’ was planted. Unfortunately your Shadow
doesn’t question whether she’s being played, she just bites
the bate and looses money. Even if the numbers don’t add

Your Shadow’s biggest fear is to be called out, be declared a
fraud and a liar.
She would do anything for another chance.
She would be anxiously dating, or binging on the one night
stands to prove herself to be pretty and worthy of attention.
She will marry many times only to show she is lovable. In
business she will plant the seeds wide to ensure something’s
taken roots. She wants to be known as capable, competent
and reliable.
She also likes possessing a lot of stuff. We are talking, a lot,
over the top, of course.
Her quest for success and reassurance can take a bitter turn
when a deeper personal growth work hadn’t been done.
One of the ways to heal your Shadow is to spend time in
silence, contemplating and ideally being led by the old wise
man, or any big guru, who has a capacity to expose your
vulnerability without threatening your status quo. You see,
you are right to try yourself out on so many different arenas,
you are just one of those multi skillful people. But where you
go wrong with this, is believing that you are not enough as
you are.
So the mantra for your Shadow is: I am enough, I am all
good, I am lovable just as I am.

Grounded Altruist
16 Grounded Altruist 4
You are a true leader, solid, grounded and highly
respectable. A president of the country, serious and
thoughtful. The Queen of your kingdom, fair and loving. You
found institutions, libraries, villages and schools. You can be
a CEO of a Greenpeace or a Red Corps, as well as a
founder of Apple or Tesla. Money is not your main game in
life, yet, you attract it to yourself no matter what you do. You
have a good heart, good karma and a good path.

You are a Rooted Altruist.
And you have a Shadow. When you are at the peak of your
spectacular career, she will demand your attention by asking
a tricky question: do I get back what I give?
As we know, money is not the biggest motivator for the
darker side of a giver at heart. It is the power she craves.
More and more power.
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Your Shadow is triggered by stillness, quietness, the end of
the big project. By the celebration of the success achieved
by the teamwork. Your Shadow needs to be acknowledged

as the initiator and a “creator of the idea that got us all there
in the rst place”.
And it also demands privileges. It want’s to be treated unlike
everybody else. Better and more special. Deservingly?
Maybe so. But that diva-like behavior becomes problematic
when there are other founders and partners involved. They
have their own egos and shadows on the line. When
reputation is at stake your Shadow will loose the common
sense and attack without looking back.
As you see, the consequence of that, is the compromise of
that one exact thing she cares about so much: the reputation
itself.
How will you stop a part of you that openly dreams about
being a cult leader? How do you manage your impulses to
corrupt and to get your hands on everything, even if it’d
damage the value and the integrity of your project, your big
baby, the legacy you took your whole life to create?
You will stop it by a simple prayer. You see, you are a deeply
spiritual person. Your breakaway from the dark side is your
comeback to yourself. Laugh at yourself, be playful on the
regular basis, do something utterly silly daily. Don’t leave it to
incident. Take care of your ego by exercising humbleness.
Live in the wilderness, experience deprivation of any kind,
remember what its like to be hungry. Surround yourself with
the real people, with normality and scarcity of the real life. It’s
ok. You are born a Giver. Don’t be afraid to be an
anonymous one.
Your healing mantra for your Shadow is: I see you. I
appreciate you. You are all good.
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